Introducing
Fontaine® Fifth Wheel No-Slack® II
Rebuild Kit

Fontaine Parts Connection has done it again! Now rebuilds are less expensive and easier than ever!

A complete rebuild kit
- 7 kits combined in one – saves money
- Get everything you need in one trip – saves time and money

The box isn’t just a box
- Complete instructions for disassembly and reassembly – don’t waste time wondering what to do
- QR code links to instructional video – have questions answered and repair with confidence
- Parts are arranged in the sequence you need them – the part you need is within reach

Multiple models serviced
- Rebuild any left hand release 6000, 7000, 7000 Clean Connect or Ultra NT with one kit – always have the kit you need
- Reduces inventory – easier repair planning

Genuine Fontaine Parts
- Choose the parts Fontaine engineers choose
- You specified Fontaine Fifth Wheels for a good reason... keep it Fontaine
- Keep all the benefits of No-Slack® II technology

For use with all left hand release 6000, 7000, 7000 Clean Connect and No-Slack® NT top plates

Part number: KIT-RX-67NTL

Kit does not include bracket pins or bushings.